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Abstract. In this paper, we investignte the classes of the functixu computeQ by 
introduced in [l l] with time or space bounded by Ackermann’s or superexponential 
The computational power of the ideal computers without limit in running time 
storage space is very strong. It is well known that the functions computed b
such machines are just the partial recursive functions whatever mathematical models 
we may select [2, 18, 111. In contrast with the ideal situation, the storage calpacity 
of a pra.ctical computer is bounded by a constant, so that ithe computational power 
drops sharpb and the set of all the functions computed by such machines i a pro 
sublcass of the elementary functions [ 111. Therefore, one of the important probl 
in automata theory and complexity theory is the computational power of time- (or 
space-) bounded automalta. Ritchie 163 investigated the computational power of 
tape-bounded Turing machines, and showed that F0, Fl, p;i, . . . constitute a 
hierarchy of the elementary functions, where F0 is the set of all functions computed 
by finite automata nd Fi the set of all total functions computed by Turing ma 
with tape bounded by functions in &, i 3 1. Cobham [l] clvaract 
Grzegorczyk’s funct!.on classes from, the viewpoint of computational comple:&y and 
observed that for any 11 a 3, 8” is ache set of all total functions computed by Tu 
machines with time OT space bounded by functions in 8% (or with step- or t 
len&-pzunting functions belonging to 8”). For the primitive recursive word f’un~- 
tions similar results were given in [4]. Meyer and Ritchie [S] genlet 
Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy of the primit:ive recursive functions to the general recursive 
functions from the viewpoint of computational complexity; in addition, the 
out that for any I”C a3, ti!‘” is the set of all total functions computed 
machines with time bounded by f~‘(max(xl, . . . , x,)), e = 0, 1, . . . s v&e 
1. IRtroauction 
p’(x) = x, f”““(X) := f(fY’(x)), f&) = 2”, fi,+l(X) -p’,““(l), i’t 
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For unlimited register machines (URM) [ 101 it is easy to derive that for any r! a 3, 
if:” is the set of all total functions computed by URM (singleton alphabet) with time 
bounded by functions in @?’ [9]. All the works enumerated abrjve regard the 
computational complexity class as a total function class, therefore 1 ar?$al functions8 
are excluded. This is not natural! Given a Turing m chine (or mot mr automaton) 
M and a time- (or space-) limit function g, for any initial input of M as the running 
time (or storage capacity) exceeds the limit given by both g and :he &al input, we 
regard naturally the corresponding value of the function computed by M as to be 
undefined. Therefore, given g, for any M there is a function which is computed by 
M with time (or space) bounded by g. In this paper, computational comlplexity 
classes contain total and partial functions as well. 
Recall some definitions and notations in [ 111. An automaton M is -,p’ecified by the 
following features: 
(1) The internal alphabet A& and the ith external alphabet di, i = d _ ’ . . , m, m > 0 , 
being the number of tapes; i 
(2) The capacity q > 0, the ith input-length li 2 0 and the ith ouptu&ngth ri 3 0, 
i=l )..., ; 
(3) They t 1 ernal state transformation p (a single-valued mapping from .: c to 9$), 
the ith input characteristic function vi (a single-valued mapping from Y0 to (0, &}), 
:?nd the ith output fuprc&i Ai (a single-valued mapping from 9’0 to i.l,U W;l (di))? 
id ,***, m, where 90~ W,(&)XUf& Wi(d,)X’ l •X~~~o Wi(.dm), Wi(d! 
denotes the set of all words of length i on alphabet .s@, and /I the empty 
word. 
Denote the set of all words on & by W(d). Let YM = Wq(.dO)x 
w;d,) x ’ l l x W(d,,,), and refer to any entry y = (x0, . . . , x,J in s;P, as a (total> state 
of M, ?,: x0 ns the internal state, to xi as the ith external state, i = 1, . . . , m, to 
7% = (x.0, &Xl, l l l , L,,,x,,,) as the scan state of y, and to Lliwri as the ith external scu 
state, i=l,..., m, where Llx, i.e. L(f, x), is the longest left segment of x of lengt’. 
s 1. For any y in Sp), let 
&f(y) = (P(Yo), R( - rll(YOh XlMYO), l ’ ’ 9 R( - %l(Yo)9 &&(3/0))~ 
where yo is the scan state of y, and R( - l, x), i.e. R-lx, the right segment of x’ with 
LlxRIx - x. Denote [s(y) = y, 6$(y) =&.&b(y)). A state y of M is said to be c 
halting state if -1 -z &(y) and Ai = A, i = 1, . . . , m, yo being the scan state of y,& 
For any y in 5 ;W, if min(k 1 k a 0 and &(y) is a halting state) exists and has the value 
II, then irVe define 1mMy as (h(y), otherwise 1mMy is undefined. In this paper, we 
call M to be unary if I,&1 = l 0 l = ls&,,l= 1, IdI being the number of symbols in Se. 
e use M, with or without superscript and/or subscript, to denote an automaton, 
and m, dj, etc., with or without superscript and/or subscript, to denote the cones- 
pending number of tapes, jth external alphabet, etc. 
These autt,mata as defined above include Shephe&on and Sturgis’s URMW), 
without macroinstructions O(n) and C(n, k), as a pecial case in which all the 
e:iternal alphabets are Se and all the input- and outpu length are 1. T&se autcrmata 
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are more like modem computers than Turing machines. Therefore, we use them as 
a mathematical model of computers. 
In this paper, we first investigate the classes of functions computed bby ;iutomzl?a 
with time or space bounded by Ackermann’s functions. We then discuss the inclusi an 
relations between the time complexity classes and the space complexity classes rind 
between the complexity classes and the unary complexity classes, and show tha”, the 
set of all functions computed by automata bounded by Ackermann’s functions is 
PI?,(@) (the set of all functions which are primitive recursive in 0) and these 
complexity classe3 constitute ahierarchy of IX(e). Finally, complexity classes with 
superexponential time and space bounds are also discussed. 
2. Computation with time bounded by AckermamPs functions 
l[n this paper, we Gx an infinite alphabet ~1, ~2,. . . 9 a,, . . . . For any :iutomaton, 
without loss of generality, we assume that each external alphabet of the automaton 
consists of some initial segment of the above infinite alphabet. 
Denote N = (0, 1,2, . . .}. F or any positive integer k, define that 
‘J’k(A)=o, 
Q&jd=j+kQdX), jE{l,...,k), XEw({al,...,ak}). 
Obviously, (gk is a one-to-one mapping from W({al, . . . , ak}) oc to N. We denote 
the inverse mapping Of Qk by Q;‘, and refer to Qil (y) as the k-~~ry code of y, for 
y in N. Also, we refer to cpi' (Q~(x)) as the k-ary code of x, for x in W({al, . . . , ~2~)). 
Let A4 be an automaton, f and 00 two n-sly functions over N, and n < m. Denote 
lLpeil=pi, j=l,..., m. 
Definition. We say that f is computable in time g by A-4, if there exis?s an internal 
state x0 of M such that for any x1, . . . , xn in N, athen f(xl, l . . , x,) is defined &(y) 
is a halting state and its (n +2)th component is Q,,',, (~(xI, . . . . xn'\), and when 
f CXlr . . . . x,) is undefined either t is undefined or &,&) is not a halting state, where 
t denotes g(xl, . . . , xe,), and y = (*to, Qp;’ (XI), 1 . . 9 Q;; b&h A, . . . 9 A). 
We say that a state y of M is :n a loop if there exist r > 1 and r distinct states 
Y1 , . . . , ‘yr such that &&,) = yj+l, j = 1, . l l , r - 1, &I&,) = ~1s 7, and qi(Tjo) = 0, 
Ai(~@)=A, i=l,,..,m, j=l,..., r, yjo being the scan state of yj. We say that f is 
strongly comprrtable h time g by M, if there exists an internal state x0 of A4 such that 
foranyxl,..., x,, in N, when f(xl, . . . , x,) is defined, &(v) is a halting state of the 
form 
and when f(x1,. . . , x,) is undefined either I is urndefined or &(r) is in a loop, whlere 
t denotes g(xl, . l . , xd, and Y = (x0, Q;: (XI), . . . 9 Q;: (x,), A,. . . 9 4. 
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We say that f is computubIe in ace g by M, if there exists an bternal state x0 oi 
lb2 such that fer any x1,. . . , xn in IV, f(xl, . . . , x,) is defined if and Daly if 1 
defined and for any r in N the length of each external state in &(y) is 
gh 9 . ’ l 9 &J, and in this case the (n -t 2)th component of 1rnMe is -i 
9 Pn J-l (f(xl ,...,x,J),where = (Xo, V;;: (xl), . . e j Q;;(&), A, e . 9) -f ‘1. 
3% say that f is strongly computable in space g by M, if there e-t&s an internal 
state x0 of M c,:uch t at for any xl,. . . , x,, t in IV, the length of each external state 
ia &Z(r) is at &nost g(xl, . . . , x,> if g(xl, . . . , x,) is defined, a.rd ;(%I,. . . , x,)) is 
defined if and (ar?ly if imhfy and g(xl, . . D, x,) are defined and in this case 1rnM y is 
oi the fsrm 
Obviously, if f is strongly computable in time (or space) g by M, then f is 
computable ir* eime (or space) gby M, and f is strongly computable intime (or space) 
h by M when g and h are total functions and g s h. 
Lemma 1. Let f, g and h be wary total ,functions. If g s F and f is computable in time 
(or space) g by MI, then f is computable in time (or spa&r h by 44 
For any function g over N, we define time (or space) complexity &asses 
Wg) (or SC(g)) 
= {f 1 there exists an automaton M such tha f is corqotable in time [or 
space) g by W, 
TC’(g) (or SC’(g)) 
= {f ifhere exists an unary automaton M such that f is computable in
time (or space) g by M). 
Ir\ [7], ,4&ermann’s functions are defined as fo(x, y ) = x + 1, fl(x, y) =x + y, 
Jc2(x: ~j-xy,fn~~(x,O)=1,f,+l(x,y+1)=fn(x,frs+1(x,yj),ra~2.F~rP~1,n~Oand 
k 2 i, Age c.Jenote fi,$ixl, I . . , x,) = fi(max(xl, . , , , x,,, a), k). For i a I, define that 
T = U TC( fl;nk)), 
naab) 
kal 
Tf = u TC’(f$), 
n*O 
k&l 
si = U Wf,“,‘), sf = u SCl(fok)). 
tl*O Ma0 
kal kal 
Denote the set of all toga1 funct ons over N by TQL. For i % 1, define that 
T: = Ti nTOL, Tf’ = Tf n’I’OL, 
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ihm [7,9], we have following properties: 
(2) fn(x+f,y)3fn(x,y) forn~O,xsO,y~O; 
(3) fn(x, 1) = x fornH,nLO; 
(4) ffl(l,y)>y forn~%x~2,y~O; 
(5) fn+dx, y) afn(x, y) for n 3 2, x z5 2, y 2 0; 
(6) ,f,(fn(x,y),z)bf,(x,yt) fornXZ,x~2, y*O,zaO; 
(7) fm-t(fn(x,y),fn(x,z))sfn(x,y+z) forn~2,~~2,y~O,r~O; 
(8) fino_l(fm,(x,y),fmz(x,z))~fm~x,y+z) forn~mi~2,i-O,1,2,x~2, 
yal,zaO; 
(9) ftq(x, yd+* l l +f,n,(x,yr)~fn(XIy*+***+yr) fcmaniH, yisl (or 
2~n~~mj~1,Yi~2),i=~,...,r,X~2; 
(10) fn(fm(x,y),z)~fm,x~n.m~(x,y~) forn~2,m~~2,x~2,ys1,z~Oa 
For brevity, when constructing an automaton we use the following notations: 
- i *j: Clean the jth tape, then send the ith external state to it, the ith tape vanishes; 
- i=+i & j: Similar to i +j but with the ith external state unchanged; 
- x+j: Clean the jth tape, then send the word x to it; 
- k - Ci + j: Clean the fib tape, then send the k -ary code of the ith external state 
to it, with the ith external state unchanged; 
- f(x1 , . . . , x,)=+j: Clean the jth tape, then send (the k-ary code of) f(xl, l . l , x,) 
to it (k being the number of symbols in the jth external alphabet); 
- MAX&, i:&+: Clean the iith tape, then send the pl-al y code of max(x1, x2) to 
it, the izth tape vanishes, where pimary code of xi, is the iith external state, and pI is 
the number of symbols in the i&h external alphabe?, ;J = 1,2; 
-- MAX*& i&N1 : Similar to MAX&, iz,)” il but with the iith external state 
unchanged; 
- Ei: Erase the ith external scan state; 
- Wi=+j: Write the ith external state on the jth tape, the ith. tape vanishes; 
- Wx + j: Write the word x on t 
We denote the ith external state by (is, the lelrgth of a word x by 1x1, and x0 = .4, 
x n+l =xxny n ao. 
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bmma 2= tit p 2 1 and J/p(x) = Cys l p’ -l. I72en for any r 2 1, there exists an 
automaton M and k 2 1 such that I&( = r, li =ri = 1, j = 1,2, and #P is strongly 
computdde in time & by Ai. 
proof. In case of I = 1, we construct an automaton M with 1 
and li=ri= 1, i = 1.: 2,3. M behaves as follows: 
(1) 1*3. 
(2) 3-~1, a: *2. I being /(3>1. 
it is easy to see tha?. 1M computes q&,(x) and thf number of steps is (Z + 1) + (x + 1) s 
3 max(x, 2) -& (x). From Lemma 1, taking k = 3, Lemma 2 follows 
In case of r > 1, we construct an automaton M with I&l = l&i = r, l&j = p, 
Id31 = 1&l = ‘I, l1 = l l l = Is = 1, r1 = r2 = I 5 = 1, and rz = r4 = r. M behaves as follows: 
(1) 1*5, (r#3* . - 
(2) If the 5th external scan state is 8 symbol, say Llli, then ES, WUi *l, (3)’ *2, 
(3)‘+4, A ,+3, and go to (3); othq:rwisL halt. 
(3) If the 5th external scan state is a symbol, say ai, then ES, YVai =+ 1, (4)’ +2, 
(4)‘+3, A *4, and go to (2); otherwise halt. 
It is easy to see that M computes &,(x) and the number of stqs is at most 
From Lemma 1, taking k = 4, Lemma 2 follows. 
Note that in Lemma 2, when p = 1, the automaton 
their unary codes. of the non-negative integers to 
M transforms ths a-ary codes 
Lemma 3. Fcr arty p 3 I, there exists an automaton M and hs 2 1 such that I&i = p, 
li = q = 1, j = 1,2, and Ix 1 is strongly computabk in time f$$ by M, where 1x1 denotes 
k~?(x)I, h = l&la 
Proof. In case of p = 1, we construct an automaton tM which behaves as folllowb: 
(1) l*.. 
(2) 3=+1, ai =+2, I being :(3)1. 
Clearly, M computes 1x1 and the nu her of steps is iixl+l)+(Ix[+=l)~ 
3 max(x, 2). From Lemma 1, tubing k = 3, Lefnma 3 follows. 
In case of _;I > 1, we construer an automaton !V with lr = 12 = Is = l,f3 = l4 = p, and 
iP =.  . . = rfj = 1. Its behaves as follows: 
(1) l*f;. 
(2) 5=S, a: ~+3, I being I(S 
P) If I(?>1 ap, then go to (4); if 0 c I(3)! then go to (5); 
(4) Let the 3rd exter scan state be a 
j; otherwise, E3, W 2, set CE as s, 110 to (6), whe 
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borrow state contained in the internal state, and 
ifi>OandBSisO, 
if i > 1 and BS is 1, 
if i = 1 and BS is 1, 
if i=OandBSisO, 
if i =0 and BS is 1. 
(5) Let the 3rd external scan state be a’ 1. E3~, Wtii-l*2 (if i > 1 and BS is 1) or 
Waj=+2 (if BS is 0), and halt. 
(6) If 1(4)13/~, then go to (7); otherwise, go to (8). 
(7) Let the 4th external scan state be a ‘1. If i = p, then E4, Wa I +3, and repeat 
(7); otherwise, E4, Wa +2, set BS as s, and go to (31, where a and s are defined as 
in (4). 
(8) Let the 4th external scan state be ai. E4, Wai-1-2 (if i > 1 and BS is 1) or 
Wai+2 (if BS is 0), and halt. 
It is easy to see that M computes 1x1 and the number of steps is at most’ 
2(lxl+l)+q(lxl,p)+2+q(q(lxl,p~,p~+2+* l *+lc 
1x1 1x1 G2(/XI+l)+-+++* l *+2(log,~x~+l.)+l 
P P 
a$lxl+5 + x I I -~5~+5~8max(x,2). 
P-l 
From Lemma 1, taking k = 8, Lemma 3 fo:llows. 
Note that in Lemma 3, when l&11 = 1, thr;: automaton M transforms the unary 
codes of the non-negative integers to their p-ary codes. 
Lemma 4. For any i, 0; s, t - B 1, there exisrts ark wtomaton M and k 3 1 such that 
l&II == rv I&z/ = S, IdsI = t, lj = rj = 1, j = 1,2,3, and f,, is strongly computable in t(ime 
f%,k by 1M. 
Proof. By induction on i. 
Basis. i = 1. fi(x, y) = .X + y. We construct arl automaton M which behaves as 
follows: 
(1) 1 -Cl *4. 
(li!) 1 - &I2 =* 5. 
(3) ws la 4. 
(4) t-X4*3. 
1 When x is divided by y, the quotient and the remainder afe denoted by 4 (x, y ) and r(x, y ) respecti\r&. 
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.[t is easy to see tllat M computes jz(xl, x2) with the 1st and 2nd external states 
ur.&mged. Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we have that the number of steps is at mc it 
4 max(xl, 2) + 4 max(x2,2) +(x2 + 1) +max(xl + x2,22 6 26 ma: (XI, x2,2). 
From Lemma 1, taking k = 26, Lemma 4 ~OUOWS. 
~&.&m step. i > I. Assume that for any r’, s’, b’ a 1, there exisos a4n automaton 
M” and k’ 2 1 such that IJ& I= 8, I& I= s’, I& = t’, I; = rj = 1, j = 1.23, and fi-1 
is strongly computable in time ft$ by M’. Given r, s, t 2 1, we construct an 
automaton M which behaves as follows: 
(1) 1 --r, 1 & 4. 
(2) l-C2=+7. 
(3) Incaseof iEZ,a&6. I 
(4) If (7) = A, therl t - C6 + 3 and halt; otherwise, E7,6 + 5, and go to (5). 
(5) Simulate M’ (7’ = F, s’ = t’ = l&l = l&l) with the 4th, 5th and 6th tapes of M 
as the lst, 2nd and 3rd tapes of M’ respectively, go ta :4) as soost as M” reaches a
halting state. 
By the inauction hypothesis and Lemmas 2 and 3, it is easy to show that M’ 
cornpup <\; fi (x.1, x2) with the 1st and 2nd external state unchanged and the number 
of steps is at most 
(21x11 + 2) -4 max(xz, 2) t 1 + ‘kl [ij(max(xl, fi(xi, j), 2), /i ’ 1 11 
j=O 
-t ‘El [,fi(xl, j)+2]+8 max(fiixl, X2), 2)+ 1. 
j=o 
Denote w = max(xl, x2,2). Since fi(xl, j) Qb(w, j) sfl:(uv, w) =fi(j&(W, 0, 
fi:+l!W, 1)) sfi+ltW, 12)~ we have that the number of steps is at most 
2w +2+4w+ l+~*~(fi+~(w,2),k’)+x*-~xZfi+l(~,2)+2~2+8fi+1(W,2)$‘1 s 
g cw + 4 +f2(h+1b4~, W, fi+dw 1)) +fi(fL&, 21, fr+dw, 4)) -_ 
s f&v 5) +;‘i+dw, 2k’+ 1) +f,+dw, 6) 
~fi+~(w, 2k’+ 12). 
Taking k = 2k’ + 12, it follows that fi is strongly computable intime fi?l,k by M 
2 I, there exists QY~ unary automatan M and k a 1 SUCK! that 
lj 1= “li = 1, j = l-,2,3, and fi is strongly computable m time f i?l.k by M 
Usfng Lemma 4, it is not difficult o show the following result. 
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For any i, r 2 1 and c 2 0, there exists an automaton M and k 2 1 sueh 
that i&l I l&l = r, II= 12 = PI = r2 = 1 in case of max(i, r) 3 2, and f+ is strongly 
computable in time f$ by M, where f&(x) = fi(x, c) for x in IV” 
Corobry 1: For any i 3 1 and c a0, there exists an unary automaton M and k 3 1 
such that II= 12 = rl = r2 = 1 in case of i 2 2, and f& is strongly computable in time fi,: 
by M. 
CoroMary 2. For any i > 1 and c 20, we have that fi,= E Tf and fi.c E T!‘. 
It is easy to show the following useful fact: if f is computable in time g by A.. y:hen 
there exists an automaton M’ such that r; = 1, j = 1, . p . , m’, and f is computable in 
time rg by M’, where r = m&rl, . . . , r”,, 1). 
LemmPsl6. Let i 3 2. If an n-ary function f E Tip then for any pl, . . . , pn a 1, there exists 
an automaton ,Apfal;dk B 1 sit& that Idi1 =pi, 1,. = ri = I, j = 1, . . . , n, and f isstrongly 
computable in time fi,? by MI 
Proof. From f E ?i, there exists an automaton M’ and 6, c 2 I such that f is 
computable: in time bfi,:’ and ri =. . .= r&e =I. Denote ~J#!z~~ j=l,..., pn’. 
Given ~1,. . . , pk 3 1, we construct an automaton M with l,d’I = pi> ij = rj = 1, j = 
1 , . . . , tt, aad .&.I = &+1, Z8+l = li+l, r,+l = &+I, and 94,+1&j =&i, l’,+l+i = El, 
I 
h+l+i F Q, j=l n, 9***9 n+2 9a.g) m’, and I&jl=Zj=rj= 1.9 j= 
n+m’+2,..., vz t m’+4, yd &“+m’+d+j = &I, lnq m’+d+j = 1, rn+m’+4+j = 1, j = 
1 , . . . , n. M behaves as follows: 
(1) aq*n i-m’+2. 
(l+j) (1SjGn) 
(i) 1 -Cj*n +m’-4 3. 
(ii) h+%+m’+3=%Pt+m’+4+j. 
(iii) n +m’-I-4+ j=+n -!- ? + j. 
(iv) MAX+.n +m’+2, it +m’+3)+n +m’+2. 
(2+n). (i) fr(rpl((n +m’+2>), c)=+n + m’+3. (IJsing Lemm.a 5, the number of 
steps is at most fi$(Ql((n + WC + 2))) for some I? 2 1.) 
(ii) cpi’(bql((n +m’+3)))+n +m’f4. 
(3+n) If (n+m’+4)=A, then go to (S+n), otherwise En-t-~‘+4 and gc to 
(4+n). 
(4 + n) Simulate one step of M’ with the (n + I + l)th, . . . , (n + 1 +- n)th, (n + 1 )th, 
(n+l+n+2)th,..., (n + 1 +m’)th tapes of M as the lst, . . . m’rth taws of IW _ 
respectively, aad go to (3 + n). 
(5 + n) If A#’ rreaches a halting state, then halt, otherwise enter in a loop. 
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It is ezsy to see that M computes f (x1, . . e , xn) with the lst, . . . , nth Itapes 
unchanged and when f(x1,. . . , x,) is defined the number of steps is at most 
2 i-j$I [4 max&, 2) + 8 max(q, 2) + (Ixjl+ 1) + 2(max(2, G, . . t xj) + 111 
+fi(m=(xl, *.. 9 xn, 2), k’) + (bfi(max(xl, . . . ? xm, 2), c) L l? 
+ 2bj; (max(xl, . . . . An,2),C)+2. 
Denote w = maxhI, e . . r xn, 2). Then the number of steps is YS most 
15nw+3n CS+fi(w, k’)+3bfi(w,c)S 
Gfz(w, 17n+3)+fi(w, k’)+fi(w,33c) . 
sfi(w, 17n+3+k’+3bc). 
Taking f = 17n -t 3 + k’ + 3bc, Lemma 6 follows. 
Corollary 1. Let i 2 2. If an n-ary function f E Ti, then there exists an unary 
automaton M and k 2 1 such that lj = rj = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, and f is strongly computable 
in time 8-2 by M. 
CUWO&RY 2. If an n-ary junction f E Tl, then for any ~1, , . . , P,~ Z-Z ?., there exists an 
automaton A4 and k 2 1 such that I&j1 =pj, lj = ri = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, and f is strongly 
computable in time f$$i by M. 
Crardlary 3. If an n-ary function f E T :, then t/-rz exists an unary automaton Mnnd 
k :a 1 SUCK thatlj = ri = 1, j = 1,. . . , n, and f is strongly computable in time f s: 19~ Me 
emma ‘7. Let g and h be two n-ary total functions and g 4~. If f is strongly 
computable in time (or space) g by M, then f is strongly computable in time (or space) 
h r3y na. 
Theorem 1. Ti c Ti+l, i 25 1. 
Proaf. Let f be: ar, n-ary function in 75. Using Lemma 6 and Corollary 2, there 
exists an automaton A4 and k a 1 such tlhat f is strongly computable intime fgilt(a,,),k 
by M. Since fmnx&max(xl, l l . , xlr, 3, k) sfi+l(max(xl, . l s 9 xn, 21, k), using 
Lemma 7, f is strongly computable in time fl:!$,k by M. It follows that f ts Ti+a.. 
Corollary 3.. Tf c_ T:+l, i 2 1. 
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a$. px%T: -T:,p>l. 
roof. We cons?ruct an automaton M with IJail = 1, j = 1, 3,4, 5, ~L&I = p and li = 
fj=l,j=l, l s l , 5. .V behaa :s as follows: 
(1) If (1) = A, then cztr =S and halt; otherwise 1+3, 1 a5 and go to (a.). 
(2) E3,5*1, W5*4. 
(3) If (3)=/i, th en go to (4), othe*-Nise 1+5 and go to (2). 
(4) uPukZ!i =92, I being )(4)j. 
It is easy to see that M computes pX2 and the number of steps is at most 
(x+l)+(x+1)x+(x+l)(x-l)+1+(x2+1)S 
S S[max(x, 2)3’S f3(max(x, 2), 5). 
From Lemma 1, px2 Is computable in time f:f: by M Therefore, px2 E Ti. 
Let f be an wary function in ‘ri. Then there exists an automaton M and k 2 1 
such that f is computable in time f$$ by M Denote w = max(xl, . . . , xn, 2) and 
Iz&+il= s. In case of s > 1, we have that 
In case of s = 1, we have that 
fh , l l l , X”)S rrr+lf2(W, k) = hl+lk)W* 
Since limw+oopw2/cw = oo and lim,,, pw2/cw = a~ for c M, we conclude that 
pX2g T;. 
Corollary. (a) For any wary function f in Ti, there exists c > 1 such that 
f(x1 
) , . . ) x,) s Cmax(xl,....x,,2)_ 
(b) For any wary function f in Tit, there exists c a 1 such that f(x1, . . . , .x,,)Q 
c max(xl, . . . , xm 2). 
Analogously, we can show the following result. 
Lemma 9. pxl” E Ti - TS, p> 1. 
Corollary. (a) For any wary function f in T& there exist c > 1 and k 3 1 such that 
fbl 
, , , , , x,) s CCmax(xi.....xn.*)lk. 
(b) For any wary function f in T:‘, there exists k 2 1 such that f(xl, . . . ) x,) s 
[max(xl, . . . , xn, 2)lk. 
Lgmma 10. (a) If an wary function f E Ti, i 2 4, then there exists k 2 1 such that 
fbl , . . . , x,)efr:(max(xl, l . . , xn, 3, k) 
(when f(xl, . . *, x,) is defined). 
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(ii) If an n-ary #n&on f E: Ti, I l 3 2, then there exists k 2 1 such that 
f(x1 )*‘*l xn) < fi(max(xl, . . s , K,,, 2), k) 
(when f (x1, . . . , a, ) is defined). 
sof,, (a) Let f be an n-ary function in Ti, z 4- ’ B 4. Then there exrsts an automaton 
and c > 1 such that f is computable in time fi,:’ by MB emote w = 
max(x1,. a., xn, 2) and /gQn+li =s. When f(xl, l . . , x,,) is defined, the turnber of steps 
is at most fi(w, c). Thus the lengths of the (n + 1)th external states during the 
computation. are at most rn+lfi(w, c). It follows that 
f( x f . . . , x) s 2sr,+lft(w-c) 
=s f3lp-c 3 fi(W, C)) ef3(f2(W9 SC”+‘)9 fi(W, C)) 
s f( i W, Srn+’ 4-C). 
The proof of (b) is similar to (a). 
Note that Lemma 10(a) is not true for 1 G i s 3. In fact, pX E ‘17: for 1 s i g 3 and 
p~2,butthereisnsc~lsuchthatpx~x+c~rpx~cx~rpX~xCforallx~O. 
Also, Lemma 10(b) is not true for i = ‘1. In fact, 2x E T: but there is no c 2 1 such 
th;~t2xGx+cfsrallxM. 
Lienmall. f;:E Tf+l -T:, ip 4. 
Proof. Suppose that f;: E Ti. From Lemma 10, there exists k 3 1 such that fr:(x, y)~ 
f;:(max(x, y, :2)), k). Takiaqx = y J k + 1, we obtainfi(k + 1, k + I) sfl:(k + 1, k). This 
contradicts to fi:(k + 1, k) c f;;(k + 1, k + 1). Thus fig T:. From Corollary 2 of Lemma 
4, we have that fr: E Tf+l. Lemma 11 folllows. 
From Theorem 1 azd its Corollary 1, and Lemmas &9 and 11, we have 
Theorem 2. Ti c ‘&+I, i 3 2, 
CoroII~y. T: c: T:+1, i a2. 
roof, SimiIar to Lemma 11. 
From Lemma 12, Corollaries 2 and 3 of Theorem 7, we have 
core . Tf C= T,‘,l, i 22. 
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core . Tl= T2. 
From Theorem 1, we have that TUG T2. To prove T2 c Tl, let f be an n-ary 
n in Tt. From Lemma 6, there exists an automatun M and k 2 1 such that f 
is strongly computable intime f<i iby M. Without loss of generality, we aasume that 
&.+.I >O. Denote l&j1 =pj, j = 1, . . . ) m. We construct an automaton M* with m * = 
m+l,andI~TI=~~~,Zf=slj’,rT=sri,,I=l,..., n,n+2 ,..., m+l,andl&+ll= 
CF!Zil &+I (if p8+l> 1) or 1 (if Pn+l = l), l,“+, = !:+I -1, tE+i = 1 (if pll++ 1) or 
@%+I (if Pn+l= 1), where s is some integer 2 (1 +r,+l/ln+l)k, and i’=i (if 1 hi ~rz 
or n + 2 si s m) or 1;2 4 1 (if i - m -t 1). In the interior of M*, there are m input- 
registers, ay IRj, i = 1, . . . , n, n + 2, . . . , m + 1, and m output-registers, say ORj, 
i=l ,..., n,n+2 ,..., m + I. A left segment xi of the i’th external state Xjn of M 
with min(l xjel, slj*) s IX; I c 2slj* is stored in IRj ; a right segment X; of xjl with Ix’J< 2srjt 
is stored in ORj; the remainder segment of Xjp is the fib external state of XT of M”, 
that is to say, xjr = x$$x; (j = 1, J . . , n, II + 2, . . . , m + 1). M” simulates  steps of 
M by one step and behaves as follows: 
(1) Read the fib external scan state into IRj, i = 1, . . . , n, n + 2, . . . , m -t I. 
(2) M* runs one step to simulate s steps of M. If M reaches ahalting state, then 
go to (3), otherwise repeat (2). 
(5j (pi’ (cp,,,(x~+lx~+lx~+l))~n + I, where p denotes i&+l I, &+I and x4+1 
are the contents of IR m+l and OR,+1 respectively, and xg +I is the (m + 1)th external 
state of M*. 
It is easy to see that M* computes f(xl, . . . , x,) and when f(xl, . . . z x,) is defined 
the number of steps is at most* 
1+ [(kw + 1)/s] + rr.,+lkw/sI,+11 +sZn+l s 
k 
G-w+~v,+,ln+I+4Sw+c, 
S n+l 
where w = max(xi, . . . * A,,, 2), c = Sln+i + 4. It follows that f is computable ila time 
fli by M*. We conclude that f c TI. 
Ccwollary 1. T; = T;. 
C~rollrry 2. T: = T;. 
Corollary 3. T:’ = T;‘. 
3. Compttatiom ce bounbdl by 
Lenrana 13. J%r any r H 9 1, there xists an automaton A4such that I&j1 == E; Ii = ri = I, 
i=l , . . , , m, and x + 1 is strongly computable in space 1x1 +1 by where 1x1 denotes 
Id WI. 
2 [u] denotes the least integer a u. 
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Lemma 14. For any r - => 1, there exists an automaton M such that i&j1 = r, lj = rj = 1, 
j=i , . . . , m, and x - 1 is strongly computable in space 1x1 by M, 0 - I b eing undefined. 
Lemma 115. Let i cs 2 and k 2 1. If f is strongly computable in time f.,nk) by M, then f 
is strongty computable in space f&i+1 by M, r being the maximum o:ztput-length of M. 
Proof, Denote w = max(xI, . . . , xn, 2). Since the tape-lengths increase at most rc in 
c steps, and M reaches a halting state or enters in a loop in fi(w, k) steps when 
computing f(xl, . . . , xn), we have tha.t he tape-kngths are at most 
max(~q1, . . . , Ix&+ rf;:(w, k) ~fr:(w, 1) +f2if;:(w k), 4 
S,fi(W, 1) + fJw, kr) Sfi(w, kr + 1). 
COrOuaQ’. Ti G Si, Tf C_ St, T: c Sf, Tir c Sit, i 2 2. 
From Lemma 4 and Corollary 1, and Lemma 15, we have 
Lemma 16.. For any i9 r, s, t - > 1, there exists an automaton M and k 2 1 such that 
I&II = r, ]&*I = S, lad31 = t, li = rj = 1, j = 1,2,3, and fi is strongly computable in space 
f%,k by M. 
Corollary 1. For any i 2 1, there exists an unary automaton M clnd* k 3 1 such that 
lj = ri = 1, j = 1,2,3, and ,fi is strongly computable in sIpace f$ by Mw 
Corollary 2, h E Sf+l, .fi E S,':l, i 2 1. 
Using Lemma 16 and Corollary 1, we can show the follc\ving result. 
Lemma 17. For any i,r, t * I an d c > 1, there exists an automaton M and k a 1 such 
that l&l = r, I&( = t, Zl = 22 = rl = r2 = 1, and fi,E is strongly computable in space f& 
by M. 
Corollary 1. For e~rr;~~ i Z= 1 and c 2 0, there exists an unary 
such that 11= 12 = rl ::= r2 = 1, and fi,c is strongly computable 
kal automaton M and 
in space fj,lk) by M. 
. fj.= E Si, f;:.c E S?, i 3 1, c 24 
Let i a I. Ijan n_ary.function f E & then for any ~1, . . . , pn+l a 1, there 
exists an automaton M cmd k 3 1 such that I&j1 = pj, lj = rj s 1, j = 1, . l l , n + 1, and 
f is strongly computor~ble in space fi,;’ by M. 
there exists an automaton c 2 1 such that f is computable 
Without loss of generality, we assume that ZL+l > 0 and rj = 1, 
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j=i ,..., m’. Denote l.#~=hj,j=l ,..., m’. We construct an automaton M with 
l&j1 =pb 1’ = rj = 1, j = 1, . . . , at + 1, and 1~4~+l+il= f’li, i’n+l+j = I:, rn+l+j c r;, j = 
1 .,..., m’, and IJ&+l+m’+jl= ln+l+m’+j = rn+l+,a+j =1, j = 1, . . . , m’+2. M qehaves 
as follows: 
(1) a&z+2+2m’. 
(l+i) (l~j~n&--Cj=+n+l+j,MA.X2(n+2+2m’,j)+n+2+2m’. 
(2-h) Q;~(~~JQ& +2+2m’))))*n +3+2m’. 
(3-W) n+3+2m’*n+l+m’+j,j=l,...,m’. 
(3+n+j) (l+Qz) ~~~‘(~~((n+l-I-m’+~))-~(~)~)~~~l~m’+~. 
(4 4-2~~) Simulate one step of M’ with the (n + 1 -+-j)th tape of M as the jth tape 
ofM’,j=l,..., m’. Let the increment of the jth tape-length of M’ in this step bs:: 
ej* i= 1 j..., m’. If there is some 1 G i S m ’ such tlhar: QI((IZ + 1 + m ’ + j)) < ei, then 
enterinaloop,otherwise(p~*(~~((n+l+m’+~))-~~j)-S~+l+m’+~,j=l,...,m’, 
and go to (5 +2n). 
(5 + 2n) If M’ reaches a halting state, then go to (6 + 2n), otherwise go to (4 + 2n). 
(6+2n) pn+l -C2n +2=+n + 1, :,.ild halt. 
Using Lemma 17, it is not hard ‘:;o show that there exists a 2 1 such that M 
computes f(xl,. . . , x,) with the lst, . . . , nth external states unchanged and the 
tape-lengths are at most max(w., fi:(w, a), fi(w, c)) =$(a~, max(a, c)), w being 
max(x1, . . . , xn, Z!). Therefore, f is svrongly computable in space fi,$!ax(a,CJ by M 
Corolhry. Let i 3z 1. If an wary function f E S!, then there exists an unary automaton 
Mandk>lsuchthatlj=~j=l,j:=l,..., n + 1, and f is strongly computable in space 
fi,“k’ by 1M. 
From Lemmas 18 and 7, we have 
Theorem 5. Si S Si+l, i 3 1. 
Corollary 1. S: s SI+l, i 3 1. 
Corollaxy’ 2. s: G S,t,l, i 3 1. 
Corollary 3. S:l s; Sf.&, i 2 1. 
Lemma 19. pXz E (Si - Si, p > 1. 
CloroMary, (a) For any n-nry function f in Si, there exists c :m 1 such that 
f (1x1 , . . . , ,&> zg p~(+*.~*~p*3_ 
(b) For awy wary function f in Sir, there exists c a 1 such that f (xl, . . . v x,,) s . 
c max(xl.. . . , xn, 2). 
. p”‘x2Es~-s~,p~l. 
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&dhry. (a) For any n-wy function f in Si, there exists c > 1 and k * 1 such that 
fh 
, . , . , x,) s cC~=OI....~xm.W, 
(b) For my n-my function f in Sit, there exists k 2 1 such that f’(xl, . . . , x,) s 
[mx(X~:, . . . , &, 2)]! 
21. (a) If an n-my function f E Si, i a 4, .ihen there e&s k 3 1 such that 
fh , . . . ) x,)cfi(max(xt, . . . , xnr 2), k) (whenf(x1,. l l p x,) is defir(eJ). 
(b) If m n-ary function f E Sf, i 3 1, then there exists k a 1 suck thah f(xl, . . . , x,,) s 
fi(ilMX(X1, . . . 1 x,,, 2), k) (when f (xl., . ‘. . , xn) is defined). 
Prolof, Similar to Lemma 10. 
Note that Lemm-1 31 (a) is not true for i < 4. In fact, px E Si, but not bounded by 
fi(maxlx, 2), k) for any k a 1, i = 1,2,3, (p > 1.) 
Prosf i Similar to Lemma 11, using Lemma 2 1 e 
From Theorem 5 and Corollary 1, and Lemmas 19,20 and 22, we have 
Theorem 6. Si C &+I, i 3 2. 
Corollary. Sf c Si+,, E 3 2. 
Lemma 23. fi E S$ -S!: i 2 1. 
Pro0f. Similar to Lemma 11. 
From Corollaries 2 and 3 of Theorem 5 and Lemma 23, we have 
Theorem 7. ST c S~+I, i 3 1. 
Corollary. St’ C S$, i 3 1. 
roof. From Theorem 5, we have that Si cS2. To prove SZC &, let an wary 
function f E &. ;:mma 18, there exists an automaton M and k 3 1 such that 
f is stronglly compu tabk in space f’$$ by A&, If k = 1, dearly, we have f E $1. Assume 
that k 3 2. Without Tass of generality, we assume: th ri=l,j=l~..,,Ptt.Denote 
~J$l=~j,j=l,..., ‘8. We construct an automaton with I&T I= I&L,\ = c:w, pi” 
(denoting as hi , . , . , m, and 17 l,jl=l,.s.,m*. 
the jth tape of the jth tape of behaves as follows: 
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(1) From the scan state of .M* determine the scan state of A& say yo, and make 
P(YO), qj(3/0) = q, Aj(ro) = xl, I = 1, . . . 9 m. 
(2) Let xj = vi’ (mjUj)N, i = 1, . . * 9 m. 
Q~il(Q~i((R-elXi)XI!))jm +j* j= 1, l . . , m. 
(3) m+j*j, j=l,...I.m. 
(4) If M reaches a halting state, then halt; otherwise go to 41). 
Since the tape-lengths of M are at most fi(max(&, . . . , xn, 2), k) when bf 
computesf(xl, . . . , xn), the tape-lengths of M* are at m.ost max(xI, . . . , xn, 2) when 
M* computes f(~l, . . . , x,). Therefore, fi E &. 
coroiiary. s;=s;. 
4, Relationship among complexity classes. Hierarchy of PR(8). 
heorem9. II:=&, ia4; 7&Si, ia2. 
Proof. From Corollary of Lemma 15, we have th!at Ti c Sip i a 2. Let f be an n-ary 
function in Sip i 3 4. From Lemma 18, there exists an automaton M and k 2 1 such 
that f is strongly computable in space ,-$$) by M. Denote IId’1 = pi, j = I, . . . , m, and 
IV =max(xI, . . . , xn, 2). Since the jth tape-lengths of M a.Pe at ~aost ,c(w, ik) during 
computing f(xl, . . . , xn), m case of pi > 1 the num’ber of the jth external states is at 
most 
and in case of pi = I the rmmber of the jth external state is at most 
Thus, the number of states 
t being the number of internal states of M, and c denoting mk +pl + l l . +pm + t. So,, 
*within f&v, c) steps a repeat state must occur. Therefore, the states enter in a 
circulation. Ciearly, f lx19 . . . , n,) is defined if and only if the circulation consists c;! a 
halting state. Thus, f is computable in time f$’ by M Therefore, f c z. We conclude 
! that Sic Z, iH. 
i co . T: =Si, ia3; T: G 
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Corollary 3. T;’ = Sic, i a 3; T;’ c S;‘. 
Applying usual method in automata theory, it is not hard to show the following 
results. 
Lemmlr 24. t&j Ti is closed under the operations of substitution of a constant and 
identification of variables, i 2 2. 
(b) Ipi is closed under the operution of substitulion of functions, i 2 4; but Ti is not, 
i ==2,3. 
Coroliury 1, Replacing I;: by T: in Lemma 24 the results hold. 
Corollaq 2. T: is closed under the operations of substitution of a constant, 
identification of variables and substitution of functions, i a 2. 
Corollary 3. Replacing T: by Tit in Corollary 2 the results hold. 
Lemma 25, Tf is closed under the operation of limited resursion, i a 3. 
Corollary. Tilt is closed under the operation of c’imited recursion, i 2 3. 
Let &(x; y) =x, U2(.1c, y) = y, and 
From [7], Grzegorczyk’s class Gs’ is the least class that includes x + 1, UI(X, y ), 
&(x, y) and fi(x, y) and that is closed under the operations of substitution of a 
constant, identification of variables, substitution of functions and limited recursior. 
We use %‘ (8) to denote the least class that includes x + 1, Ur(x, y ), U&, y ), fi(x, y ) 
and O(x) and that is closed under the operations of substituftion of a constant, 
identification of variables, substitution of functions and limited1 recursion. (i 3 0.) 
Note that f(&, . , . 9 x,) is defined only if all the x1, . . + , xn are defined. 
Lemma 26. x + 1, Ul(x, y), l&(x, y), and 8(x) are all dn Tf, i ~2. 
From Corollary 1 of Lemma 4, Corollary 2 of Lemma 24 and Lemmas 25 and 
26, we have 
. S’(9) G Ti+l, i 32. 
From Ccr~llary 2 of Lemma 4, Corollary 3 of Lemma 24, Corollary of Lemma 
25 and Lemma 26, we have 
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Lemma 28. 191. 8’ G T$l, i 2 2. 
Represent the non-negative integers by their p-ary codes, end let LP( !, x),,, 
RP( - k, x), Con&, y ) and Ix IP be L:x, R-lx, xy and Ix 1 respectively 
L,(l, x), ( - x), Con, 1) E 1 being non-negdive integer. 
;Proof. In case of p =l,L#,x)=l-(l-x), Rp(-1!,x)=~4.3 IncaseofpH, 
[hi p) if r(x, p) f: 0, 
L,U,n)=Sg, if r(x, p) = 0 and x # 0, 
(0 ifx=o, 
q(x, PI if r(x, p) # 0, 
Rp(-1’x)4q(x p)‘l ifr(x,p)=O. 9 
obviously, R,(-i-l,x)=R,(-l,R,(-i,x)), i=1,2,...; L,(Z,x)=c~+c~p+ 
: l ’ +c,p’-l, whenL,!1,x)=c~,L,(1,R,(-1,x))=c~,...,.-5,(l,R,(-Z+1,x))=c~, 
C1 V’..Y CiE{l,..., p),andci+l=-•*=c,=OforsomeOGisl. 
In case of p = 1, Con,(x, c) =x +c. In case of p > 1, Let &(O) = 0, 
&P(xlj if x <prcIP (x), 
‘p(x+l)=Ip, (x)+1 if x =p&(x). P 
$J:;arly, &,(x) s x. Since e,.,(x) = 1 + p + l l l +P’~‘P-~ = ( plx’p - l)/( p - l), we have that 
P “~=(p-l)~~(~)+1.AIS0,Con,(x,c)=x+cp’~’~. 
: It is easy to see that all the functions mentioned above belong to 8’. . 
1 Let M be an automaton. Denote I&j1 = pi, j = 0, . e . , m. We identify a word x in 
W(J&) with the integer Q~,(x), then p, vi, bj, j = 1, . . , , m, and 6~4 are functions over 
1v also. We extend & as a total function such that &(x0, . . . , x,) = (x01, . . . ) x,) 
when x0 < zy_ 1 p&-l or x0 > xyz, p& q being the capacity of M. 
knma 30. &f E SF, i.e. & E 8’, i I= 0, , . . , m, 6 being the (i + l)th ComponeM furtc- 
kion of 6~. 
kroof. For any x0, . . . , xnt in N, denote &(x0, , . . , XM) = (XL, . . . , XL), yo = XO, and 
yi = Lpi@, xi), j = 1, . . . , m, We have that 
x& =P(Yo, 0 * ’ ? Ym) 
I 
I x-y if xay, ; 3 x&y= 0 otherwise. 
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4 
i-l 
q . 
if qi(yO, . . . , y,,) = lj and C I?0 
fZ1 
c 3’0 s C, P& 
= 
I 
Xj = COnpi(xi, Aj(YO9 l . l 9 Ym)) 
if 'p7j(yO9 l l 9 9 ym)=O and 2 p;-’ 
i=l 
s ypr jl p;, 
-e 
Xi otherwise, 
j=l m. 9 l 0’ 9 
From Lemma 29, it follows that & E 8%. 
Latmma 31. tf&~, . . . , x,) E @. 
Proof. Denote &(~a,, . . . , x,) = (&&, . ‘ . , xm), . . . & (~0~. . . , x,)). Since Ep* 
includes the pairing functions (x + y j2 +x, z A l&J * and [&I A (z A [&I 2),4 
we can construct an (m + l)-ary function r and m + 1 unary functions ai, j = 0, 
1 3***9 m, in 8* such th;at ~j(~(yo, . . . , ym)) = yj, j = 0, . . . , m9 and T is monoltonously 
increasing (i.e. 7(x0, . . . , x,) S ~(yo, . . . , .vm) ti x0 S yo, . . . , x, s y,). Let 
Then we have er(xo, . I, . , x,) = gj( f(xo, . . . , x,,,, y)), j = 0, . . . , m. Therefore, 
f bo ,~~~,Xm,O)=~(~09...9~m~, 
f (x0 ,..., x,,y+1)=r(~9+1(xo ,..., Y”~),~~~,~~+l~Xor~~~,x~))l= 
. -7(&T&(x0, l 9 l JmL 0 •&~xo,*' l Jmh 
l *',~fn(T~(xo,***txm),~**,~~(xor*~~,~m):> 
= ?([A (cO(f (X0* 0 l l 9 Xm9 Y )I9 l 4 0 9 umI(f (X09 l l l 9 Xmr Y ))I, 
l l l srfn (~Off(xO9 l 9 * 9xm,Y))9 l 9 l 3~re(f(;lcO9 * l **Xrn9 Y)))i. 
From Lemma SO,, it follows that f is deG:klablc; from functions in 8” by primitive 
recursion. Let 
bj(Xo 
if,pi>i, 
9..09 
if gi = 1. 
Clearly, riy(~~,..~,X~~)~~j(X~,...,X~~~), j==l,...,m, and [~(xo,..*~x,& 
x0 i- Cy=, pk. Since T is ~30 otonously increasing, we hatve that 
’ [uf denorjes the: greatest integer s u. 
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Ii is obvious that bi E eP3, j = 1, . . . , m. Thus, f~ iif3. It follows that 6; (x0, . . . , n,) E 
S+!f3J=0,...,m. 
Note that bj E %‘l if pi = 1. We have 
Let M rbe a wary automaton. TVterYr &(x0, . . . , x,) E 8*. 
Lemma 32. Ti+l s &(6), Tf+l E 5!?, i 23. 
Pkoof. Let f be an n -a,, . pm, function and i a 3. Assume that f E Ti+l. Then there exists 
an automaton M glnd k 2 1 such that f is computable in time fI”+:,k by M. Let 
&(x0, l 9 - 9 xm) if &(x0,. . . 9 xm) is a halting state, 
g(x0 I*~~,&l,Y)= 
undefined otherwise. 
Letfi(.xo,..., x,) be the characteristic function of the following predicate: 
4 
CP h-’ 
i=l 
s xo s i PS & ~(7) = xo & ,<l[(~i = 0 v vi(y) = 0) & Ai = A], 
i=l 
where Y = (~0, L,,Ul, XI), . . . , L&l,,,, x,)). Then, we have that 
g(x0 , . . . ,x~, Y)=(~(x~, . . . yxm)+e~~-h~~idxo,. . . ,x,)n, 
Y 
. . . , 6 ( m x0, l l l 9 &a)+ et1 A w&o, l l l 9 &a, YN). 
It ;s easy to see that h E &. From Lemma 31, we have that g E S3@). Denote the 
(n +2)th component function of g by g”+l. Then there exists x0 in N such that 
fh 9 l 9 . 9 &t) = gn+l(xO, l . l 9 Xmp fi+ibWxip l l l 9 xn9 219 k)), 
where Xn+l = l l l = x,,, = 0. It follows that f E iK’@). We conclude that Ti+l E @(e). 
In the case that f is a total function, replace ‘undefined’ by ‘(0,. . . , 0)' in the 
definition of g. Then we have that 
g(xo , l l * , &a, y) = @ho, l l ’ ? &)U A mfi~o, l l l , %?lM 
.,.&(X0, ’ 9 ’ , xm A w.f(xo, ’ l ’ , &tM)- 
Thus, g E g3. It follows f E tT3. Thelrefore T:+l E 8’. 
From Corollary of Lemma 31 and the proof of Lemma 32, we have 
Thorem 10. 
T id-1 = S’(9), Tf+l = Z!?, i 3 3; 
Tj+l = &(@), Ti’:, = Si, i ~2.~ 
’ Fr )rn [9), it can be obtained that Ti& = SE’, i zs 3, SY2 cs 7:‘. 
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Proof, When i 3 3, from Lemmas 27 and 32, we have that S’(e) E T;+, G aPi( It 
immediately ~0110~s that Ti + 1 = %“(t;i). From Lemmas 28 and 32, we have that 
8’ G T;:, c T:+, c 24’. It immediately follows that T:+l = g’, 
When i 2 2, from Lemmas 27 an&X? and Corollary of Leznma 3.2, we have that 
S’(e) G Til,~ G S”(6), E4’ G T:lml SE 8f8 It immediately follows th;t T’i’,l = S’(8) and 
P-ylt 1 i+l z $gi* 
Using Theorem 9 and Corollary, ‘Ne have 
(~OrOlkarY. (a) Ti+l= Tf+l = ,!$+I r: St+p = g’(8), i 3 3;T: = S: = g*(e). 
(b) ?‘:+I = Tii1 = Sf+l = Si’:, = Si, i 33; Ti’ = Sit = $*. @ 
It is easy to show that S: c S1. But we show a stronger result. Let 
where w~‘(x~, . . . , x,) = max(log,xl, . . , b$dn9 1). 
Lemmrb 33. Let p 2 2. For any pl, p2 3 1, there exists an automatoki M such that 
1aSdjl=p~, lj=rj= I, j = 1,2, and llog,xJ is strongly computable in space 
max(l [log6 J Jp2, [xlp J by 1M. 
Proof. We convtruct M which behaves as follcws: 
(111 If (1) = A, then enter in a loop, otherwise go to (2). 
(2) 31 --r, 31& 3. 
(3) ItI *4. 
(4) lf Q,,((3)) ~pQ~,((4)), then halt, otherwise go to (5). 
(5) VP;’ (Q&2)) -P 1) --r, 2, Q;; (PQ,,(#))) * 4, go to (4). 
CoraQaa~~ Let p a 2. Then there exists a unary automaton M such that lj = lq = 1, 
j=l :, . . . , m, and [lo~:,x 1 is strong1 y computable in space x by M. 
Lemma 34. Let f be cm n-ary function in $0. Then there exists an automaton M and 
p a 2 such that f is computable ip, space rrr’ and when M computes f(x1, . . . B x,) the 
ttape-r’engths are at most w if lxjlpj s w, j = 1, . . . , n, where w = vr)(xl, . . . , xn), and 
pj=13!)1, j= 1, . . . 9 ?I?. 
“roof. Similar to Lemma 18. 
. (a) T: contains functions r(x, p), 4(x, p), x(1 A y), x + y, 3; A y, Lp(l, x), 
I?( - 1, I&) and Con,(x, I) (p B 1, IM). 
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(b) T: contains the characteristic functions of predicates x < y, x G y and x = y, and 
the predicates of T: (i.e. the predicates of which the characteristic f unctions a,re in Ti ) 
is closed under Boolean operations 
(c) T: is closed under definition by cases. 
r&f. Obviously, the first 5 functions belong to T:. Since characteristic functions 
of predicates l(h(xl, . I . , x,) = 0) and (h(xl, . . . , x,) = 0) & (g(xl, . . . , x,) = 0) are 
lAh(xl,..., x,)andl -(l -?-(h(xl, . . . ) x,)+g(xl, . . . , x,)))respectively,thepredi- 
cates of Ti are closed under Boolean operations. Part (b) is obtained fro& the 
fact that 1 -& (1-e (x -L y)) is the characteristic function of x G y, x = y is equivalent 
to x 6 y & y GX and x < y is equivalent to l(y G x). Part (c) is obtained from the 
fact that T: contains x(l A yj and x + y and is closed under substitution of fualctions. 
Using (c), from the proof of Lemma 29, we have that &,(I, x), RV( - 2, x) E Tl. 
Finally, we show that Con,(x, 1) E T:. 
Con,(x, I) = x + lpi”’ 
Since Con,(x,Z)=x+Z if p=l, and 
p if p > 1, it is sufficient to show that P’~‘P E T: for p > I. We 
construct a unary automaton M with Zj = rj = 1, I= 1, . . . , m. A4 behaves as follows: 
(1) If (1) = A, then a1 + 2 and halt, otherwise go to (2j. 
(2) aI *3. 
(3) 3 * 4, cp? (rpl(lj A PV1((3)jj * 1, 
(4) If (1) = A, then ,go to (6), otherwise go to (5). 
(5) cpl’ (p4~1((4))) + 3., A +JI, and go to (3). 
(6) cpl’ (p4~((4))) 3 2!, and halt. 
It is easy to show that 1M computes pls’ p and the number of steps is at most 
1x1, 
l+l+ C [(p’+1)+1+(pi+1)]<2+2px+31x], 
i I 1 
c (2p + 4) max(x, 2). 
Therefore, p “‘p E T& (Note that p”’ p is computable in space x + 1 by M.) 
Corollary. lxlp E T: nS:. 
Proof. Modify M constructed above as follows: Cancel “al * 2” in (l), add 
“Wai --*s 2” to (3), and cancel “(pI1 ;pp1((4)) + 2” in (6). It can be shown that Ixlp is 
computable in time ,&,,-l 4. (or in space f \!A) by AK 
Using Lemma 35, from the proof of Lemma 30, we have 
ILamms 36. & E T;. 
From Lemma 35, we ha,ve 
a 37. The characteristic functiova of the predicate “(x0, . . . , AT,,, ) is a halting state 
of M” belongs to Ti. 
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Thememill. S: =2&C&. 
roof, ” Assume that an n-ary function f~ S:. From Corollary of L! :mma 18, there 
exists a unary automaton M and k 2 1 such that f is strongly corn1 &able in space 
$‘i by M Witbut loss of generality, we assume that rl = l l l = r, = 1. We construct 
anautomatonM*withm*=m andI&l=p=4&, j=l,...,&. I* simulates M
as fol!ows: If the length of the jth external state of M increases (1 decreases) c in 
a step, then the content of jth tape of M* increases (or decreases) c in the 
corresponding ste . Denote w = max(x*, . . . , xn, 2). Since 
f3(w, k) = wA = plog,wk = p4w = phw s p hp4, 
the tape-lengths are at most logzw when * computes ,f(xl, . . . , A. %) T&us, fE So. 
We con&,& that S: c So. Also, from Le a 7, f is strongly computable in space 
j$$ ‘Ihus f e Sr. We conclude that S: ES~. 
@hi the other band, assume that an n -ary function f~ So. From Lemma 34, there 
exists an automaton M and pl B 2 such that f is computable in space ~fr’, and when 
M computes f(xl, . . . , x,) the tape-lengths are Et most u if IXjb s u, where u = 
(n) Tp (Xl, . . . , .xn), and l&il= pi, j =: 1, . . . , m. Denote the compc,,nent functions of 6~ 
by 60, . . , &. Denote the characteristic function of the predicate “(~1, l . l , ym-+l) is 
a halting state of M” by &+&, . . , J+,,+~). From Lemmas 36 and 37 we have that 
6 E Tl, i = 0, . . . b Y,,,+~). From Lemmas 36 and 37, we have that &E Ti, i = 
0 9”‘) m+l.Itfollov~sthat~~~S~,i~0,...,m~1.Thus,foreachi,O~i~m+1, 
there exists a unary automaton Mi and iii 2 1 SUCK that lit = rii = I, j = 1, . . . , m + 2, 
and ti is strongly computable in space f!>T1) by Mi. We construct a unary automaton 
M* with 27 = $ = 1, j = 1,. . . , n + 1. M* behaves as follows: 
(4) j*j&(n+3+m+j),j=l,..., n, and c + n + 3 + m, c being the unary code 
of the initia! inteatral state of M. 
(2) Compute U’ = max( [logPxl], . . , [logpxn 1, ?)aud u’. = max(lxl(,,, l l l ) (Xn(p,)), 
xi being.rpl(/,i)), j = 1, . . . , n. If u’ < P, then enter in a loop, otherwise go to (3). 
) n+3+m+j*n+2+j, j==O,...,m. 
) Simulate M,,+: with the (n +2jth,. . . , (n +2+m)th, (n +4+2m)th tapes c&t 
M* as the 1st ,...,(m+2)thtapesofM m+l respectively, go to (5) as soon r~ls Mm+1 
reaches a halting ;;tate. 
(5) If (n 44 + 2m) = A, then go to (6), otherwise go to (7). ’ 
(6) 2n + 3 + n -t- I., and halt. 
(7) Simulate Mi with the (n + 2)th, . . , , (n+2+m)th, (n+3+m+i)th tapes of 
M* as the lst, ‘ . . 9 (m +2jth tapes of 1M;: resp timely, a’ = 0, . . I , m ; go to (3). 
It is evident thal: u” G u I if an saly if u" e a. bus, when u”> u no halting state of 
M” can be reached. Let 14” < u. Clearly, M computes f (ItI, .. . , x~), and for any j, 
1 sj s m, we have that IP,&z + 2 + j))l, G U. It follows that 
ql((n + 2 +_f)) s 2~7 s 2pi10%max(x1**-~~ 3~)~~ 
G2pi[max(x1, . . . , Xn)l l lO~,P, 
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Since the (n + 2)th external state of A&* simulates the internal state of M, there exists 
a constant e such that ql((n + 2)) s e. U’sing Lemma 33 and Corollary of Lemma 35, 
we can show that the tape-lengths are at most 
max[kg, 2kip@ax(xt, . . . , x~))‘O~P’~, i = 0, . . . , m, 
j=l *‘**p m f 1, Inax(x1,. . . ) xn, c)] 
Thus there exists k 3 1 such that the tape-lengths are at most [max(x, . . . , x, 2)]! It 
ows that f cz S:. We conclude that So c S:. Therefore So = S& 
Suppose to the contrary that px E Si, p > 1. From Lemma 21, there exists k 2 1 
such that px G fB(max(x, 2), k). It follows that px s x k if x 2 2, this contradicts to 
lim x+00 p xlXk - 00. We conclude that pxti S:. It is obvious that px E &. Thus S: c &. 
Cowdlary. Sir = Sb c S:. 
The results obtained hitherto can be summarized in following diagram: 
s: s: . . . 
II II 
s: cs: cs: =s~~s~=sp=s~~s&=s~~ . . . 
UI UI II II 
UI II Tl = Tz cT3cT4c T+ . . . 
II II 
ir: = T: c T: c 17’: c T; c . . . 
II II II 
g*(e) g3(e) s*(e). . . 
For total functions, an analogous diagram can be made. 
Denote the class of functions -which are primitive recursive in 8 by PR(e). It is 
obvious that @(@)c PR(8). Tlhus u~,s(s)c PR(8). To show that PR(C3) c
UF=, S’(49), we first generalize a le,mma in [9]. 
We Jefine recursively @i(e), i = 0, l,, . . . , as follows: 
(1) x + 1, Ur(?=, y), &(x, y), and e(x) are in B,(e). 
(2) The functions which are defined from functions in %i(e) by the operations of 
substiktion of a constant, identification of variables and substitution of functions 
are in G+&(e). 
(3) The functieqs which are defined by primitive recursion from functions in 
al-*(@) are in B@) (i a 1). 
(4) Nothing is in Bi unless its being there follows from (3 )-(3). 
Lemma 38. ai(tJ) G S”‘(e), i 3 0. 
y inductiun on i. 
Basis. i = 0, 1. It is easy to stlow that the functions in B&?) are of the form of 
A;:+c,~c, e(x)+c a~~dfd(~~?. . ., XAC =O,l,. . l , where the domain of 0 is the empty 
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set. It follows1 tha? 9&9)~ S*(e). Therefore %!&?) G S’(S). By exhausting the 
g 
i 
possibilities, we can show that the f%nctiuns which are defined by prit vllitive r cursion 
from functions in S&-&Q are of the following fctrms: 
xfzfc, 
x+c+dz, 
(x+c)(l~y)+dW <l-;y)), 
~(a~y)~~b+d)(a-~(2-~)), 
c +dy, 
c(l-y)+d(l-(P-y)), 
(X~~-c)(1--y)+(e(x)--d)(l-(1-y)), 
(x $-c + l)(l A y)+ (d + l)(l A (1 A y)), 
0(2.-y!+(x+r+f!(l-y), 
X(1 -& y) + (O(X) -5 d + l)(l -L (1 3. y)), 
6(2-y)i8(x)(l-(l-y))+x(l-L~~), 
(W+c)(l &y) + iz +dj(l A (1 A y)), 
@(x)+e +dy, 
c(l A y)+(@(z)+d)(! &ii A y)), 
(c+l)(l~y)+(d+l)(3 --(Py)), 
e(2~y)+(C+1)(l-f.y)J 
6ql "y)-tc 
(~(x)+c)(l”y)+d(l~(l~y)), 
(e(x)+c)ll~y)+(B(t)+d)(l-(lay)), 
0(x) +(c + l)(l L y)+(d G l)(l A (1 A y)), 
8(X) + O(2 A y) + (C + l)(l A y), 
e(x) + 6(1 A y), 
x+c+O(l~y!, 
c+$(l-ry), 
e(x)+c+e(lAy), 
c,d=O, l,..., and 8, where z is X, y cw another variable. It is obvious that al the 
functions are in 3@(O). It foUows that %&3)c_ Ee’(8). Therefore, S&(e) E S*(8). 
Inducdon step. Assume that @,8) c_ 8 “‘(6) for some i 3 1, To prove that 
&&?)c S’“*(e), we first observe that x + 1, 4&(x, y), U&, y) and e(x) are i* 
LRi+l(S). Next, let g and Pt be in %j+l(@) from which the function f is obtained by 
substitution of a constant, or by identificatian of variab?,es, or by substitution of 
functions. If g,.and h are in Si’$9), then f is in S”*(S), Finally, let 
fh ,,“$ x,, y-k I> = h(Xl, . . . , Xn, Y,fCXlt 8 * ” &9 Y)), & h (2 @fit@)* 
From the induction hy:pothesis, we have that g, h E &+‘(6), From ri+, = f@*‘(4), 
using emma 10, there exists k 22 such that h(xl, . . . , xn+2) G 
fi+2(maxh . l . , xn+2, j0, k). By induction on y, we can show that 
as shown in [‘3]. From k9 E %Y3, it follows that 
f;:+&.Wx~, l .@, x,~, &I,. l . , xn), 2), ky)E f&+*(8). 
We con&se that f~ 8’*“#). 
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F’rom Lemma 38, we have that PR(B) = uz, @&I?) SG IJE, S’(e). This completes 
the proof of the follovving theoreln. 
PR(8) = Uz, s’(e). 
Note that the results in [9] can be generalized to contain partial functions, that is 
g#m(e) = @+l;e), i 3 2, B-~,@) = s”‘(e), i 3 3, 
&m(e) s 5@(e), i’ = 0, 1, a”;“(e) 5z s*(e), 
. 
where the definition of By* (8) is similar to 6&(e) but instead of primitive recursion 
by simultaneously primitive recursion. 
Xr the rest of this segment, we discuss the time and space closed properties of 
compl’exity classes. 
Lemma 39. If g E Ti and i 2 4, then TC(g) c Tie 
Proof. Simi!ar tc Lemma 6, Using Lemma 10. 
Cordby 1. If g E 7’; and i 2 4, then TC’(g) G Tf. 
CoroUaw 2. If g E T: and i a 2, then TC’(g) G Ti. 
Corollary 3. If g E T!’ and i *2, then TC”(g) C, Tf’, 
Lemma 40. If g E SC and i 3 4, &en SC(g) C_ Si. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 18, using Lemma 2 1. 
Corollary I. If g E Sf and i *4, then SC’(g) G S:. 
Corollary 2. If g E Sf and i 3 1, then SC’(g) s S;. 
Crorolhy 3. If g E St’ and i 3 1, then N?‘(g) C_ S:‘. 
( ) a IJ K(g)= 21, l.J SC(g)= & 
elf Tr WSd 
u K’(g) = T:, ,us, SC’(g) = Sf, iB4. 
go; G i I 
j (W 1 J TC’(g)= T:, 
g&j 
‘d SC’(g) = s:, 
g&f 
LJ TC”(g) = a:‘, 1 J SCl’(g) = S:‘, i>* ;. 
gel-:’ ges:‘ 
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PPOOR. (a) Let i a 4. From Lemma 39, we have that UgET, TC(g ,s z. Since z = 
U nPO,k~~TC(~,~)and~~E~,wehavethatTiEU,,,;Tr!g),ahus,u*,,;TC(g)= 
?;:. Therefore, UBET;TCr(g) = ?i. 
The others in (a) can be shown analogously (using Lemma 40). 
(b) Proof is simialsr to (a), using Theorem 4. 
(a) u TC(g) = u SC(g) = g’(@). 
gE ?P(8‘ SE tiP(f?) 
u TCr(g) = u SC’(g) = 64’, i 33. 
g& gcps’ 
(b) u 
fxd(8) 
TCl(g)= Li SC’(g)= iif’( 
&zE @(a 
cc) 
(J TCl’(g) = u SC”(g) = si9 i 22. 
gear’ gd 
u TC(g) = u 
gEPR(6) gEPIW9) 
K’(a) = gE;cOj SC(g) = gEg_& SC’(g) = PR(@), 
u K’(g) = u TC”(g)= u SC’(g) = u SC”(g) =:PR, 
gEPR gePR gcPR gF.PR 
where PR denotes the class of grimit+ recursive functions. 
5. Computatiom with time/space bounded by superexponential functions 
For any p 3 2 and k 2 d, define expp,k 4s follows: 
exp&) = px, exg,_&x) = pexpp-i(x), i 3 1. 
From the definition, we can show the foilowing results. 
Lemma 41. 
y exp,k (x) G exp9.k (:f + v). 
If r s exp,kt(l), then rx s exp,k+l(x). 
f4( .‘j k) G fSXp,k (kx). 
If k s exp,&l), then fdx, k) g expp,k+r(x)e 
expa,k(d+eXph,k(x) sexpai.b,k(x) for x >o* 
6exp,k (x) g exp&,k (x) for x > 0, b > 0. 
hwkk (x )&wb,k (d) s qhb,k (xh 
Forpa2, kaf andr*aO, let 
g$(x1,. . . , &) = exp,k(max(xl, . . . , &, 1)). 
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Denote 
G,E( = u w&~ 1, T:.k = iJ TC’(g:h 
nao na0 
P&2 pa2 
S4.k = u w&, 
?I*0 
pa2 
T:,,,l, = Tt,,k f-l ?rOL, 
s:,,, = S4.k f3 TOL, 
:ly*:*k = u SC1(g#, 
na0 
Pa2 
T:fk = T& f7 TOL, 
S:fk = S:,, i-l TOL. 
ma 42. .For any p a 2, there exists a unary automaton M such that li = ri - 1, 
j = 1 9.“9 rr~, and px is strongly computable in time 8p” by M. 
Lemma 43. For any k, PI, p2 2 I and p 2 2.. there exists an automaton M and r 2 2 
such that 1 s&i = pi, lj = rj = 1, j = 1,2, and exp,k is stron$?y computable in time gs.lk) by 
M. 
Corollary 1. For any k 2 I and p 2 2, there exists a unary automaton &I and r >- 2 
such that li == rj = 1, j = 1,2, and CXP,~; is strongly computable in time gi!i by M. 
Coraliapy 2. cxpp,k+l E T4,k, k 2 1, p a 2. 
Lemma 44. # an n -ary function f E T4,k, k a 1, then for any ~1, l . . , pnll a 1, there 
exists an automaton M and p a 2 such that l&J = pi, lj = rj = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, and f is 
strongly computable in time g:L by M. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6. 
CoroUary. I.p an n-ary function f E T&, k 2 1, then there exists a unary automaton 
A/iandp%Zsuchthatli=ri=l,j=l,..., n, and f is strongly computable #irr time g:i 
by M: 
hnma 45. If an n-ary function f C: T4,k, k 2 1, then there exists p 2 2 suc*h: that 
f(x13 l * ’ ? x,~)Cexp~,k+l(~ax(x1, . . . 9 xn, 1)) 
(when f(xl, . , . , x,) is defined). 
(b) If an nary function f E T:,k, k a 1, then there exists p 2 2 such that 
f(x1., l l l ? x,) s expp,k (max(x 1 P l l l 9 *%I, 1)) 
(when fixI,. . . , x,) is defined). 
b Similar to Lemma 10. 
R. ‘l’m 
T4.k = T4,k+l, T:,k = T:,k+lr k 2 1. 
go& Let f be an n-ary function in T4,k. ~ronn hnma 44, ‘-here e&S an 
automaton &f and p a 2 such that f is strongly computable in time &$ by M. From 
&&Iv l l l x,) s g$+r (Xl, l ’ l ¶ x,J, usin.g Lemma 7, f is strongly computable in 
time gti+I by M. Therefore f~ Td,k+l. We conclude that T4,k G ‘.iwd9k+1. 
Suppose to the contrary that expz,k+&) E T4.k. From Lemma 45(a), there exists 
p 2 2 such that exp&k+z(x) =G expp,k+l (max(x, 1)). This S:ontradicts to 
lim x+= eXP2.k+2(X3/eXP2,k+l(X) = Qoa Thus exp2.k+2b) g T4.k. But exp2,k+2(x) c: 
T4,k+l from Corollary 2 of Lemma 43, therefore it follows that T4.k c T+k+l. 
Usin,g Corollary of Lemma 44, it can be analogously shown than Ti,k c_ Ti,k+l. 
Using Corollary 1 of Lemma 43 and Lemma 45(b), it can be anacogously shown 
that ex]p2,k+l(x) E T:,k+l - T:,k. It thus follows that T:,k t T:,k+l. 
TheoremaX!. T4 = Ukal T4,k, Ti = i&l T&. 
Proof. Let an n-ary function f~ T4. From Lemma 6, there exists an $iutomaton M 
and k 2 1 svuch that f is strongly computable in time f4$ Assume that k s expn,,-I( 1). 
From Lemma 41, we have that 
fdmaxb, 3, k) s exo&k+(max(x,- 2)) c exp2,k +r+dmaY(x, 1)).
From Lemma 7, f is strongly computable in time geL+,+l by M Thus f E T4,k+r+l G 
\ Jial T4,i. We conclude that ‘z+ G UkaI T4.k. 
Contrarily, let an n-ary funcfion f E T4.k. k 3 1. From Lemma 44, there exists an 
automaton M and p a 2 such t hat f is strongly computable in time gti by M. Take 
csPsuchthatexp,k(n)~f4(=i,~)if2~x<p.F~omexp,k(x)~f4(~,k+1)if~~~, 
it follows that exp&) 6 fd(x, max(c, k + 1)) if x a 2. Thus exp,k(max(xl, . . . , xn, 
l))Q(max(xr, . . . , x,, 2), max(c, k + 1)). From Lemma 7, f is strongly computable 
in time fiY&cc.k + 1) by M. Therefore f E T4. It follows that T4.k G T4, for any k 3 1. 
Then UkSl T4.k c T4. We conclude that T4=UkBr T4.k. 
Analogously, we czn show that T: = IJk,r T&+ 
Using Lemma 6, Corollaries 1 and 2 of Lemma 43 and Corollary of Lemma 9, 
we can show the following results. 
eore . T,c T4,1, T: c T:,l. 
c T:,l c T:,4, T:' c T:;. 
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Theorem 17. risk c ‘I& E: T&,_ 11, k a 1. 
. In the Iproof of Theorem 14, we have pointed out that expz,k+l(x) ti Tlak. From 
Corollary 2 of Lemma 43, we hate that expz,k+l(X) E ra,k. It is obvious that 
T:,k C T4.k. Thus T:,/c C T&p 
Proving 2”4,k c T:,k+l is similar to the proof i>f So s S: in Theorem 11. 
Similar toI Lemma 24, we have 
Theorem 18. (a) Both T4.k an*d T:,k are closed under the operations of substitution of 
a constant, identification of variables and exchanges of variables, k a 1. 
(b) Neither T4.k nor T t :,i is closed under the operation of substitution of functions; 
kal. 
(c). Let h(x1, l 0 l , xn-‘, yl, . l l , y,) =f(xt, . . . , G-I, g(yl, . . .v VA, xn . . . xn-d If 
g E T4,kr and f E T4,rs2, then h E T4,k, +k2+le If g E T:,kl and f E T$,kz, then h E T:,k,+k*, 
kl, k+l. 
COEO!~WY. Replacing T4.i and T:., by Ti,i and T” 4.h respectively, in Theorem 18 (for 
i = k, kl, kz, kl + kz, ka + kz+ I), the results ho& 
Lemma 46, T4.k E &,k, T:,k C s:Jc, k 2 1. 
Lemma 47. Ftw any ~1, ~2, k 3 1 and p 2 2, s.%ere xists an automaton M and r Z= 2 
SUCK that l&,il z pi, li = ri = 1, j = 1,2, and eX&k is strongly computable iyd space g$ 
by M. 
Corollary. ?br any k 2 1 and p 3 2, there exists a unary automaton M and r 2 2 such 
that li = ri = ‘1, j = 1, 2, and eXp,,k i,r strongly computable in space gz.lk) by M. 
Lemma 48, If an n-ary function f E s&k, k 2 f , then for any pn, . a l , p,,+l 2 1, there 
exists an automlaton M and p 2 2 such that Idi/ = pi, li = ri = 1, j = 1, . l l , ~‘t! -+ 1, and f 
is strongly com,putable in space g:i by M. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 18. 
Corollary, Ijfan wary function f E si,k, k a 1, then there exists a wary automaton 
suchthatli=ri=l, j=l,,,.., 111 + 1, and f is strongly computable in space 
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]Le,mma 49. (a) If a n-m-y function f E &,k, k 3 1, then there exists p 2 2 such tFfat 
f(x1 v*‘*? x8) s exp,k+l(maxh . . . . Xn9 ‘1)) 
(when f(xl, . . . , x,) is definsd). 
(b) If an n-my function f E si,k, k 21, then there exists p a 2 such that 
fbl , . l l , &) s expp,kbaxh . . . 9 xn9 1)) 
(when f(xl, . . . , x,) i3 defined). 
Proof. Similar to Lesnma 10. 
Theorem 19. s&k c &,k-&,, s:,, = S:,k+l, k 3 1. 
roof. Similar to Theorem 14. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 15. 
Corolhry Si = t_bcz=l Sit,,, St’ = Uks 1 S&. 
Similar to Theorem 26, we have 
Proof. Similar to the: prdof of So = Si in Theorem II. 
Corollary do S:,k = S’&+l, k 3 1. I 
f, Similar to Theorem 3. 
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c S:,, c T;,k+l, T:fk = S& k 2 1. 
Above results can be summarized in following diagram: 
2*:, ‘I% G,7 T: 
II II II II 
Sz c T4,1 G, S4,1 c T4,2 or_ S4.2 c T4,3 G . . . c S4 = T4 
II II II II 
G.1 s:,* G.3 G. 
For total function?, an analogous diagram can be made. 
It immediately follows that the re:sults of Theorem 18 and its Corollary still hold 
after replacing ‘“T” by “5”. 
Similar to Lemma 39, we have 
Lemma 50. If g E T4.k and k 2 1, then TC(g) c Td,k+~. 
Corollary li. Jfg E Ti.k and k 3 1, then TC(g) c Tt,k+I. 
Corollary 2. ljrg E T:,k and k 2~ 1, trClen TCl(g) c T:,k+l. 
Corollary 3. If g E T:fk and k * I, then TC”(g) c T&, 
Similar to Lemma 40, we have 
Lemma 51n The results of Lemma 50 and its corollaries till hold after replkzcing “ T” 
by “S”. 
Theorem 24## 
0 a t J ‘K(g) c T4,k+1r ILJ S@(g) c S4,k+l, 
ge Twc msa.lc 
(J ‘W(g) E T&+1, ,;q ~ SC’(g) @&+l, k 3 1. 
RE T;.k - . 
(b) U K'(g) = T:,k, 
gE Ti.k 
q SC’(g) = SL, 
jl@b4 k . 
u T&‘(g) = T&, u SC”(g) = S&, k a 1. 
ere T:!k fd:k 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 13, using Lemma 50 and its corollaries and Lemma S 1. 
The author would like to thank Professor VVu Yun-zeng for hils careful reading 
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